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Magnification Spot Radiographs Improve
Assessment for Inferior Vena Cava Filter

Fractures prior to Removal Compared to CT

Vlasios S. Sotirchos, MD, Scott O. Trerotola, MD, and
S. William Stavropoulos, MD
ABSTRACT

Purpose: To determine if magnification spot radiographs acquired before attempting inferior vena cava (IVC) filter removal have value
in the assessment for filter fractures.

Materials and Methods: A retrospective review of complex IVC filter removals performed at a tertiary referral center from
October 2015 to May 2017 was performed. Magnification spot radiographs (frontal and at least 2 oblique views) were obtained
with the fluoroscopic unit in the procedure suite prior to venous access for filter removal. Patients were included in the study if a
computed tomography (CT) scan of the abdomen/pelvis before filter removal was available. Ninety-six patients (47 women and 49
men) were included. Most removed filters were the Recovery/G2/G2X/Eclipse/Meridian (n ¼ 28), the Günther Tulip (n ¼ 26), and
the Celect/Celect Platinum (n ¼ 22). Blinded review of the pre-procedural CT scans and spot radiographs for the presence of filter
fractures was performed by 2 interventional radiologists. Accuracy of each modality was assessed using the status of the explanted
filter as the gold standard. Agreement between the 2 readers was assessed with the kappa statistic.

Results: Fractures were present in 27 explanted filters (28%). Accuracy of CT was 88% and 68% for readers 1 and 2, respectively,
which increased to 98% and 97% with magnification spot radiographs. The kappa statistic was 0.12 for CT and 0.97 for spot
radiographs.

Conclusions: Magnification spot radiographs acquired before attempting IVC filter removal improve detection of filter fractures
and agreement among interventional radiologists. Therefore, these should be performed routinely to allow for optimal treatment
planning.

ABBREVIATION

IVC ¼ inferior vena cava
Retrievable inferior vena cava (IVC) filters can offer pro-
tection from pulmonary embolism in select patients and can
be removed when no longer indicated (1). Prolonged IVC
filter dwell times have been associated with increased rates
of complications, such as symptomatic filter penetration,
migration, fracture, and filter-related deep venous throm-
bosis (2–4). Filter fractures are potentially lethal, as the
fractured fragments can migrate to the heart and cause
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EDITORS’ RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

� Magnification spot radiographs prior to inferior vena

cava filter removal detect filter fractures that may be

unrecognized on computed tomography.

� In this study, more than 1 in 4 patients had fractures.

� A variety of different filters were included in the

study.

� Authors noted that prospective knowledge of

fractures affected planning and execution of filter

removal and potentially obviated complications

associated with filter and fragment extraction.
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Patients with chronic indwelling filters often undergo a
computed tomography (CT) venogram to assess for com-
plications, such as embedded tip, leg penetration, filter
fracture, or thrombus (9–13). Magnification spot radio-
graphs of the IVC filter can be acquired prior to the pro-
cedure, to assess for filter integrity (7,12–14). The purpose
of this study was to determine if these magnification spot
radiographs have value in the evaluation for IVC filter
fractures prior to filter removal and to compare their ac-
curacy to assessment with CT.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

An institutional review board-approved retrospective review
was performed using a quality assurance database of com-
plex IVC filter removals (defined as those with prior failed
retrieval, tip embedding, fracture, or closed-cell design
requiring forceps or other advanced techniques for removal)
from October 2015 to May 2017, in compliance with the
Health Information Portability and Accountability Act. In all
cases, endobronchial forceps were used during the IVC filter
removal procedure (15,16). The quality assurance database
contained information regarding the type of filter removed
and filter integrity on inspection after removal (fractured vs
not fractured).

All patients included in this study had a CT scan per-
formed after the filter was placed and before filter removal.
On the day of the planned removal, just before venous ac-
cess was attempted, magnification spot fluoroscopic images
in the procedure suite (frontal and at least 2 oblique views)
were acquired as part of a standardized procedure performed
in all complex filter retrievals (Fig 1). These high-resolution
radiographs were obtained at maximum magnification with
the fluoroscopic unit, ensuring that the main body of the
filter was included in the field of view. Rotational cavog-
raphy was then performed, followed by filter removal. The
gold standard regarding the presence of a filter fracture was
inspection of the explanted filter; presence of at least 1
fracture was considered positive.

The spot radiographs and pre-procedural CT scans of
the abdomen/pelvis were retrieved from the Picture
Archiving and Communication System and anonymized.
Patients with incomplete or missing images were excluded
(n ¼ 27). Patients’ electronic medical records were
examined for demographic data. In all, ninety-six patients
(47 women and 49 men) with a mean age of 55 years
(range, 23–84 years) were included in the study. Removed
filters included the Recovery/G2/G2X/Eclipse/Meridian
(n ¼ 28), Günther Tulip (n ¼ 26), Celect/Celect Platinum
(n ¼ 22), Option/Option Elite (n ¼ 9), Denali (n ¼ 8),
and OptEase (n ¼ 3).

Two interventional radiologists with more than 10 years of
experience in complex filter retrieval and more than 20 years
of experience in interventional radiology (S.O.T., S.W.S.),
who were blinded to the IVC filter status after retrieval,
retrospectively reviewed the anonymized CT scans of the
abdomen/pelvis and magnification spot radiographs for the
presence of filter fractures. The readers classified the CTscans
and radiographs as either negative or positive for at least 1
filter fracture. The CTscans were reviewed in multiple planes
using a commercially available Digital Imaging and Com-
munications in Medicine viewer (iNtuitionViewer, version
4.4.12.100; TeraRecon Inc, Foster City, California).

Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were calculated for
each reader, for CT and magnification spot radiographs,
using the status of the filter on inspection after removal as
the gold standard. Interobserver agreement was assessed
using the kappa statistic. Statistical analysis was per-
formed using SPSS statistical software (version 23; SPSS,
Chicago, Illinois).
RESULTS

Fractures were present in 27 of 96 filters (28%). The dis-
tribution of IVC filter fractures among different filter types
is presented in Table 1. Technical success for removal of the
main body of the IVC filter was 100%. Technical success for
removal of fractured filter fragments was 89% (31/35). The
4 fractured filter fragments not successfully removed were in
the immediate extravascular IVC (n ¼ 3) and in the right
ventricle (n ¼ 1). Removal was not attempted for 13
fractured filter fragments (Fig 2).

The median time interval between the pre-procedural CT
studies and the removal procedures was 23 days (range, 0–
422 days). Accuracy of CT for the assessment of filter
fractures was 89% (85/96) and 68% (65/96) for readers 1
and 2, respectively, which increased to 98% (94/96) and
97% (93/96) on magnification spot radiographs. Sensitivity
for spot radiographs was 93% (25/27) for both readers, with
the same 2 false-negative cases. In 1 case, the fractured strut
was retrospectively seen on the CT, and in the second case it
is possible that manipulation of the filter during the removal
procedure led to fracture of a thin wire of a Günther Tulip
filter.

Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for CT and magnifi-
cation spot radiographs for each reader are presented in



Table 1. Distribution of IVC Filter Fractures among Different

IVC Filter Types

Filter Type No Fracture Fracture Total

Recovery/G2/G2X/Eclipse/Meridian 11 17 28

Günther Tulip 21 5 26

Celect/Celect Platinum 19 3 22

Option/Option Elite 8 1 9

Denali 7 1 8

OptEase 3 0 3

Figure 1. High-resolution frontal and 2 oblique (right anterior oblique and left anterior oblique at 45o) magnification spot radiographs

obtained with the fluoroscopic unit demonstrate an intact, mildly angulated Denali IVC filter.
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Table 2. The kappa statistic was 0.12 (poor agreement) for CT
and 0.97 (almost perfect agreement) for spot radiographs.
DISCUSSION

Fracture of retrievable IVC filters is a well-recognized
complication, which was increasingly identified in the
late 2000s (5,6), leading to 2 U.S. Food and Drug
Administration advisories (17,18). Prolonged dwell times
are associated with this complication (3,19–21). The re-
ported incidence of IVC filter fracture varies widely in the
literature, as high as 38% in 1 study (22). There was a high
percentage of fractured IVC filters (27%) in this cohort,
noting, however, the presence of selection bias, as this
study was performed at a referral center for management
of filter complications. This was advantageous to the study
design, as it allowed inclusion of a meaningful number of
filter fractures. On the other hand, the limited sample size
(n ¼ 96) was not sufficient to lead to generalizations
regarding the true prevalence of fractures among different
filter types.

Magnification spot radiographs using the fluoroscopic
unit prior to obtaining venous access are routinely acquired
at the current institution, which is a tertiary referral center
specializing in complex filter retrieval. The rationale for
these radiographs is to better assess for IVC filter fractures,
using the increased spatial resolution of this modality
compared to CT. The interventional radiologist should be
aware of the presence and number of filter fractures, as well
as their location. If all components of the filter cannot be
accounted for on the spot radiographs, additional spot views
of the thorax can be obtained for identification of possible
embolized fragments in the heart or pulmonary circulation.
Furthermore, in the presence of a free-floating or intravas-
cular fragment, it may be preferable to remove the fragment
before attempting to remove the main filter body, in an effort
to minimize the risk of fragment migration centrally, which
is a potentially catastrophic scenario (5,6,8). These free-
floating fragments may be more conspicuous on the
magnification spot radiographs (Fig 3). In addition, it is
important to document the presence of IVC filter fractures
prior to the retrieval attempt for medico-legal purposes, as
manipulation of the filter may also cause fractures, espe-
cially with use of advanced retrieval techniques (23).
Because of the frequent technical modifications required for
removal of a fractured filter and the potentially severe
complications from central migration of fractured filter
fragments, it can be hypothesized that the benefit of the
added information from these radiographs outweighs the
risks associated with the small increase in radiation expo-
sure during the procedure.

Due to the retrospective nature of this study, the fre-
quency of which the spot radiographs changed patient
management and the approach to the IVC filter removal
could not be estimated. The study readers, as mentioned,
are interventional radiologists, not fellowship-trained
body/cardiovascular imaging diagnostic radiologists.
Thus, the lower accuracy for the detection of fractures on
the CT scans could in theory be attributed to the readers’
subspecialty; however, both study readers have extensive
experience in the interpretation of CT venograms prior to
IVC removal, and it has be shown that IVC filter-related
complications are underreported by diagnostic radiolo-
gists, even after the implementation of standardized



Figure 2. (a) Curved coronal CT images using maximum intensity projection show a tilted and deeply embedded Celect IVC filter, as

well as a fractured filter leg that migrated caudally in the right retroperitoneum, passing through the right psoas muscle (white

arrowhead). No other filter fracture was visualized on the CT. (b) Magnification spot radiograph (left anterior oblique) of the filter ac-

quired just before the removal procedure, 10 weeks after the CT scan, show an additional minimally displaced leg fracture (black arrow).

This fracture is not visible on the other magnification spot radiographs or on the CT, even in retrospect. The main body of the filter and

the minimally displaced fracture fragment were successfully removed using endobronchial forceps. The distal retroperitoneal fragment

was extravascular, and removal was not attempted.

Table 2. Sensitivity, Specificity, and Accuracy of CT and Magnification Spot Radiographs for Each Reader

CT Magnification Spot Radiographs

Reader 1 Reader 2 Reader 1 Reader 2

Sensitivity 17/27 (63%) 9/27 (33%) 25/27 (93%) 25/27 (93%)

Specificity 68/69 (99%) 56/69 (81%) 69/69 (100%) 68/69 (99%)

Accuracy 85/96 (89%) 65/96 (68%) 94/96 (98%) 93/96 (97%)

k ¼ 0.12 k ¼ 0.97

k ¼ kappa statistic.

Figure 3. (a) Coronal CT image using maximum intensity projection shows a G2 IVC filter. No filter fracture was visualized by the 2

study readers or the body radiologist interpreting the study. (b) A frontal and 2 oblique magnification spot radiographs in the same

patient after 2 weeks show a fractured filter arm (black arrowheads). Knowledge of this was important for procedure planning, as a

cavogram was not performed in the presence of a free intravascular fragment for fear of dislodging it while placing the diagnostic

catheter. The fractured arm was first removed using endobronchial forceps and was clearly loose in the filter based on how easily it was

removed. In retrospect, the fractured arm could be visualized on the CT scan; however, it was more conspicuous on the radiographs.
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templates (24). Another limitation of this study was that
the reviewed CT scans were performed with different im-
aging protocols, as many patients underwent pre-
procedural imaging at outside institutions. In addition, it
is possible that some of the fractures seen on magnification
spot radiographs at the time of the procedure developed
after the CT scan, leading to incorrect classification of CT
studies as false negative, although the median time from
CT to filter removal was 23 days. Finally, using filter in-
spection as the gold standard had the risk of including
fractures occurring with manipulation of the filter during
the removal procedure; however, all but 1 fracture could be
visualized in retrospect on the spot radiographs.

In conclusion, magnification spot radiographs acquired
before attempting IVC filter removal improve detection of
filter fractures and agreement among interventional radiol-
ogists. Therefore, these should be performed routinely to
allow for optimal treatment planning.
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